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A tension for cloud-scale genomic computing strategy

Integrated, mutually 
interdependent infrastructure 
(pre-cloud "ecosystem")

Isolated, high-speed, focused 
microservice, suited to cloud deployment 
(swagger, "serverless", ...)



Another tension
● Separation of concerns vs. silo-smashing

○ example from E. Mardis: seven fusion detectors employed --
separation of concerns manifested in multiple independent 
methods for a similar goal

○ Ravi Madduri -- variant calling APIs may change -- headache!
● Benefits of siloing 

○ diversity of approaches to attacking very hard problems
○ evidential value of consensus

● Reduction of costs of siloing requires coordination/governance, test 
framework



Two concepts of governance for software ecosystems

● Active: users/developers get a seat on the board managing system 
components and vote on whether or not a pull request for an API 
change is merged

● Passive: tool developers commit in advance to grace periods during 
which 
○ deprecated elements of APIs are noted as such
○ downstream tools have time to adapt

● In Bioconductor, this passive approach leads to "release" and "devel" 
branches -- costly to maintain, possibly confusing as we co-evolve 
with R, but likely central to project durability and growth

● Active and passive approaches are not mutually exclusive



Road map

● Example of an "app" that uses key cloud computing 
concepts implicitly: ivyGlimpse

● A project that is inevitably cloud-dependent: Sean Davis' 
BigRNA and OmicIDX systems, and the resulting ca43k 
app built from Bioconductor components

● Principles, tensions, and more examples



Part 1: IvyGAP resources: ISH



IvyGAP resources: RNA-seq -- complex design



App #1: Accessing annotation of an IvyGAP tumor tissue block: CThbv (hyperplastic blood 
vessels in cellular tumor) is unusually prevalent





Bioconductor/cloud in ivyGlimpse app

● Underlying Bioconductor package: ivygapSE 
(SummarizedExperiment unites sample-level and assay data)

● Expression data (not shown here) organized by cBioPortal 
pathway

● Rstudio shiny (and plotly) code in the package defines the app
● Rstudio shinyapps.io serves the app publicly ($39/month billed 

to the publishing author, various machine configurations 
available, performance diagnostics and usage logs)

● Developers and users take advantage of containerization and 
elasticity managed by Rstudio



Part 2: Data/metadata synthesis over NCBI SRA and other 
institutional archives: Sean Davis, NCI









App #2: ca43k -- 43000 cancer transcriptomes 
not in TCGA

Objectives
● Unified representation of uniformly preprocessed RNA-seq 

from SRA -- Sean Davis' BigRNA project (now up to 700,000 
transcriptomes quantified using salmon) 

● Unified multiplexed access to quantifications via HDF Scalable 
Data Service (thanks to John Readey of HDF Group)

● Searchable comprehensive sample-level metadata
● Familiar programming patterns to filter and analyze 
● "Fill your cart" with the transcriptomes you want





Autocompleting search 
widget

● selectize.js very performant 
over vectors of options

● What should the options be?
● Tokenize study title, [abstract], 

and all field names and field 
values

● Lots of tokens, a 'facilitated' 
lexicographic search



What comes back for a Bioconductor user
Cart checked out with two studies 
selected



salmon quantifications are in the cloud, ready



The authors of 
SRP006575  
identify a lincRNA 
on chr10 that 
seemed specific --
a breast cancer 
biomarker?  We 
can swiftly 
confirm 



Components employed in the evolution of OmicIDX/BigRNA + (current) - (not in use at present)
- Apache Spark (google and AWS)
+ Apache Beam - Implement batch and streaming data processing jobs that run on any execution 
engine/
+GCP Cloud Dataflow Simplified stream and batch data processing, with equal reliability and 
expressiveness
- AWS Lambda functions
- AWS DynamoDB - key-value and document database that delivers single-digit millisecond 
performance at any scale
+ AWS RDS - relational database service
+ Google BigQuery
+ Kubernetes
+ Docker
- Github actions - "automate your workflow from idea to production."
+ Github
+ AWS container registry
- Google container registry
- AWS Athena - serverless interactive query service
+ AWS S3
+ Google Cloud Storage
+ Elasticsearch (hosted service)
- Google Genomics Pipeline API



Concluding comments (1)
● Tension: integrated software ecosystem vs. distributed independent 

microservices glued together
○ Bioconductor gains a lot of momentum and reliability by using a uniform 

packaging protocol and comprehensive continuous integration for 
analytic software, genome annotation, and exemplary experiments

○ DelayedArray protocol provides one approach to working with 
microservice-based utilities without abandoning familiar programming 
patterns

○ Reliability assurance for distributed resource coordination is complicated 
and significant attention to fault-tolerance cannot be avoided
■ exception handling cannot be an afterthought



Concluding comments (2)
● Hypothesis: We can get elasticity of task-focused environments 

and scalability of tools using Bioconductor's methods
○ Martin Morgan: BiocParallel over Kubernetes clusters --

developers use familiar code patterns but back end is 
determined at run time

○ Levi Waldron: bioconductor_devel github repository addresses 
endowment of docker containers, and use of singularity

○ dockstore.org: Bind workflow programs (CWL, WDL, …) to 
docker containers -- launch in hosted environments with a 
button

https://github.com/mtmorgan/k8s-redis-bioc-example
https://github.com/waldronlab/bioconductor_devel
https://dockstore.org/workflows/github.com/vjcitn/vardemo/AnnotatingWGSVariantsWithBioc:master?tab=info


Parting shots -- silos I'd like to smash.  1) Statistical semantics of genomic metadata archives



2) Integrative proteogenomics -- many potential points of contact between CPTAC and Bioconductor


